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Abstract
Croatia’s financial and capital market is relatively well developed in terms of providing investors and
potential investors with access to trading domestically and abroad. The investing infrastructure is by and
large in place and is aligned fully with the EU standards. However, most of the active and particularly
would-be investors received none or very limited financial and investment education. This result in inferior
financial skills and less than adequate asset allocation for the Croatian average investor. A cumulative
effect of financially suboptimal literacy of investors has a nation-wide negative impact with less than
efficient capital market being only one of its manifestations. With the surge of easily available portfolio
management simulations such as Stocktrak, investment and financial concepts are much easier to grasp,
understand and implement in the real investment world. Stocktrak simulation proved to be an invaluable
supplement in raising financial literacy among finance students and those willing to manage their finances.
The paper explores advantages of using the simulation as a supplemental learning curve and demonstrates
its importance in dismantling cumulative investing illiteracy in Croatia, which is prerequisite for better asset
allocation and the first step towards a more efficient domestic capital market.
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Introduction
The paper explores advantages of using the simulation as a
supplement that boosts the learning curve in investments and
demonstrates its importance in dismantling cumulative investment
and financial illiteracy in Croatia [1]. Raising awareness of managing
personal finances combined with a higher degree of financial and
investment literacy among students in Croatia, who are considered
soon-to-be investors is prerequisite for better asset allocation and the
first step towards a more efficient domestic capital market.
Investors in some of the markets in the South East Europe (SEE)
are still lacking easy and efficient access to both local and global
capital markets (e.g., Albania, Kosovo). At the same time investors in
comparatively more advanced markets (Slovenia, Croatia, Romania,
Serbia, Bulgaria) in SEE region have been able to use stock exchange
services during the last two decades. This period appears to be
insufficient for increasing households’ exposure to equity markets in
these countries [2]. For illustration purposes – it took several decades
for US households to reach exposure that is well above 50%. Namely,
exposure to equity investments of US households currently stands at
around 68% up from around 25% during 1950s.
As a result, asset allocation in countries whose households are
insufficiently exposed to equity investments is suboptimal. The reasons
for such a low exposure obviously include factors such as low GDP
per capita, lack of experience, and financial illiteracy [3]. The focus of
this paper is overall importance of financial education with emphasis
on being supported by portfolio management simulations such as
Stocktrak and resulting financial literacy of the population/students in
Croatia where investing infrastructure and laws are aligned with those
of other EU markets.
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Most of the Croatian active investors and particularly would-be
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education. This obviously results in inferior financial skills and less
than adequate asset allocation for the Croatian average investor [4].
A cumulative effect of financially less than literate Croatian investors
results in a nation-wide negative impact with inefficient capital market
being only one of its manifestations.

Significance of the Research
The paper offers findings based on the data and experience gathered
over the last ten years of using a portfolio management simulation as
a teaching tool at undergraduate level. The significance of the paper
resides in its results that can be used by a wide range of education
analysts, business school officials, and government officials who deal
with envisioning and steering the higher education curricula that
pertains to the field of finance.
Furthermore, the paper can serve as a stepping stone for future
research to be conducted and which will be based on the findings
and results of this one. Some of the research questions that could be
researched while based on this paper’s results include deciphering the
relationship between the Croatian student body and its exposure to
the capital markets, understanding average risk aversion of Croatian
students in relation to equity investments, and portraying the students’
current risk-return expectations.
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Steeping the Learning Curve by the Simulation-briefly
on how it Works
Each student manages their own portfolio, which is denominated
in any hard currency or their mixture – depending on the students’
preferred currency exposure. Students are “given” 1 million USD which
they can invest in any of many assets via major stock exchanges in
the world. The simulation tracks the student’s portfolio Figure 1 on a
daily basis. Students benefit from real-time, streaming platforms that
feature global equities, bonds, options, futures, commodities and more.
Students have also their private contests for their classes and at the same
time compete with appropriate benchmark indices by selecting common
trading dates, initial cash balance, and many other trading parameters.
Over the course of fifteen weeks, students practice trading
strategies, compete with the chosen benchmark indices while handling
day-to-day transactions and posting real-time bid/ask order executions
via 50+ global exchanges. Students learn to use a full range of order
types including: Market, Limit, Stop, Trailing Stop $, Trailing Stop %.
An example of a Portfolio Summary is depicted in the Figure 2 below
while Figure 3 provides a graphical discrepancy between the portfolio
performance and its benchmark index. These are only some of the
many features that the simulation provides to its users.

Research Methodology
The research methodology used in the paper is qualitative. Over the
last ten years the undergraduate students who were taking Investments
course would fill out questionnaires with questions on basics of
investments and finance prior and after using the portfolio management
simulation [1]. The discrepancy in understanding concepts of investing
and issues pertaining to optimal asset allocation shows the impact of
using the portfolio management simulation for educational purposes.
Presented below are merely some of the questions that the students
answered prior and after having participated at the Investments course

in which they used Stocktrak portfolio management simulation for
fifteen consecutive weeks.
1. How would you rate the degree of your understanding and
knowledge with respect to equity instruments?
2. What is the difference in your knowledge and understanding
of equity markets and importance of personal financial and
investment discipline prior and after using the portfolio
management simulation for the last fifteen weeks?
3. According to your preferred risk-return expectations and risk
aversion profile, what kind of asset allocation you regard as an
optimal one?

Results and Conclusion
With the surge of easily available portfolio management
simulations such as Stocktrak, investment and financial concepts
are much easier to grasp, understand and implement in the real
investment world. Portfolio management simulations provide a riskfree and hands-on approach to acquiring investment knowledge and
portfolio management experience. The Stocktrak simulation appears to
represent an invaluable supplement in raising financial literacy among
finance students and more broadly among those willing to manage
their finances utilizing the capital market infrastructure. As a result, the
students who actively used such an educational tool can be expected to
tap the investment arena much sooner than their peers who have not
been exposed to a similar education. This in turn translates into a longer
investment horizon for the former ones with arguably more meaningful
investing experience and better opportunity for securing their old age
income. Bringing this knowledge and experience to the national level
of rating financial literacy, it is clear that those who used simulations
have more realistic risk-return expectations as well as somewhat better
aligned risk aversion, i.e., those students with experience tend to be less

Figure 1: The simulation tracks the student’s portfolio on a daily basis.
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Figure 2: Portfolio summary.

Figure 3: A graphical discrepancy between the portfolio performance and its benchmark index.
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risk averse in their young age while becoming increasingly risk averse
as they approach their golden age. This again translates into better asset
allocation for individuals and if the nation is composed of individuals
who understand peculiarities of equity and fixed income markets (that
can be observed by investing via simulation at an early stage in life), the
asset allocation is theoretically approaching its optimal point also on a
national level.
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